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It’s a slightly windy Saturday night, and an anxious and expectant crowd has filled Bristol’s Colston Hall. The last time Ultravox played in this venue, it was 1981.
When they returned to this city, they opted to play the Hippodrome, a well-known, nearby theatre. It must have been a good choice. It was 1984, and they sold out
three nights in a row. But that was 25 years ago, and people move on. Fast-forward a couple of decades and most aging musicians are reforming out of
desperation; people need to pay the bills, you know.
But not Ultravox. This is not a tour to generate profit, nor is it for publicity. If it were, then the people filling this venue would be sat in the 02 arena. No. Tonight,
one band is about to make this crowd’s dreams come true. It’s going to grab every single person by the hand and drag them into a collective, head-first leap into the
early 80’s. No-one is really sure what to expect. This is over 20 years on. The band members and their fans are a lot older. No longer do they wear white linen trousers
or sport bizarre facial hair; they’re more focused on ensuring that their kids finish their homework. As the ticket holders settle into their seats, you can hear their
nervous chatter. Are they going to be any good? And as they stare at the pristine MacBooks onstage, the other thing that must be going through their minds is,
“Where the heck are the twenty million synthesizers and the piles of cables?”. But as the lights fade and smoke fills the hall, as everyone cheers and jumps back
in time, the doubt and worry slowly start to trickle away.
Perhaps in their wiser, more mature mindsets, the crowd isn’t entirely sure how to behave.
Looking around, it’s obvious people are itching to dance to the blistering notes of opener
‘Astradyne’; so far, about two people have had the courage. But maybe everyone was simply
sat in awe. Here they were, watching the band that they waited in the cold for when they were
teenagers. They would have bought the records, the t-shirts, torn pictures from magazines. And I
bet you any money that more than one person here would have imitated Midge Ure’s moustache in
their youth. So that could be it. The songs, accompanied by an impressionist-style LED backdrop
and an impressive light display, blast out flawlessly from the speakers. It’s clear that the audience
is loving every second, and it’s even more obvious that Ure, Currie, Cross and Cann are more
than enjoying themselves – exchanging grins, really throwing themselves into their performance.
‘Mr.X’ gives Ure a chance to rest his voice a little, as Warren Cann’s deep and haunting tone
sinks into every pore of your body. It’s atmospheric at the least. Hypnotic. A spell has been cast
over this crowd as they watch this Kraftwerk-inspired song be performed by four legendary
musicians in an almost trance-like state. But that’s enough of that. It’s time to get the party started.

“Is there some rule that we don’t know about
that says you can’t get off your f*cking arses?”
Midge taunts the crowd. So far this audience has been far too well-behaved for his liking.
“Because you really can’t enjoy this song whilst sitting down.” The replying cheers blend in perfectly
with the U2-esque ‘One Small Day’, the highly enjoyable guitar-driven song. Permission from the band was
all that was needed to get this 3000-strong crowd on their feet. Ultravox sure know how to keep the crowd
on their toes and, as the synth fades from ‘Your Name (Has Slipped My Mind Again)’, the beat transforms
into the heart-stopping ‘Vienna’. I don’t think many people were expecting this song half-way through the
set but, then again, this is not an album tour. And okay, so it’s a greatest hits tour, but not in the commercial sense.
This is one for the real fans. And the deafening cheers and applause that greet the thundering bass and blue
lighting prove it. You can hear people holding their breath. This is the real test. Sure, he’s made it through so
far, but can Midge Ure still really sing? A pitch-perfect chorus sends goose-bumps over everyone in the room
and this momentarily silent audience loosens the bolts holding the roof to the walls. This time, the crowd stays
standing. They have come to life at last. Everyone in this room has been transformed back into their teenage state
and are the better for it. Even the four band members seem to have gotten progressively younger! A simply
wonderful rendition of ‘Hymn’ seemingly ends the show, but this crowd isn’t ready for it all to be over just yet.
And Ultravox can’t refuse, walking back onstage.

There’s only been a gap of about one minute, and already everyone is suffering from withdrawal symptoms.
They want to be kept in the 1980s for just a little while longer. ‘Sleepwalk’ is one of the band’s most-loved
songs and, by the looks on Cann and Currie’s faces, you just know that they were itching to get back
onstage. ‘The Voice’ is the final track, and why not? The song’s message is still as relevant now as it
always has been and it’s a fan-favourite. You can see that tonight, looking at the pure joy plastered on
the faces of 3000 people. The news of Ultravox coming back for one last hurrah was a surprise, to say
the least. The amount of dates was another surprise on top of that. The fact that the quality of their live
performance hasn’t changed and that this band still sounds as fresh and young as they once did most
definitely caught people out. But the finale is the real shocker. Three drums appear, evenly spaced
at the front of the stage. The realisation sinks in. 1980s heyday. Monument. This is it. This is IT.
Warren Cann continues the beat as Chris Cross, Midge Ure and Billy Currie appear at their
respective drums for a breathtaking and unbelievable drum performance. So dramatic and powerful,
this crowd can’t believe their eyes. We really have travelled decades into the past. Well. Actually,
the past has travelled to our present and is front of our very eyes.

“One thing that we worried

about when we first started
talking about this tour was
whether or not anybody
would turn up”

“I guess we’ve learned to
never say never”
Although they’ve been at this for a week already, you can tell that the
reality hasn’t quite sunk in yet. An exhausted Billy Currie steps out,
and he seems slightly bewildered by the throng of people rushing to
shake his hand, taking photographs. For each autograph that he signs,
another three join the buzzing crowd. As each person steps forward
to congratulate him and thrusts a pen and tour programme into his
hands, you can see his smile growing. “Thank you. Thank you so
much,” is all that he manages to say. Too soon for the fans’ liking
does he get into a waiting car and disappear.

“It’s very pleasant,” Warren coyly says when talking about how touring has been so far.
“You have to bear in mind that we’d been touring for about ten years straight, since at
least 1974. By the end we’d been working so hard, we were completely burned out.”
This man is not at all what you would expect. At about six-feet tall, he carries an air of grace
which means you can’t help but look up at him in awe. He’s softly spoken with a deep, melodic
Anglo-Canadian accent. But Warren’s also incredibly friendly and is more than happy to tell
his stories to anyone who will listen (if I were to put down every single word that he’d told me,
there’d be a few hundred more pages of this to come!).
So how exactly did this tour come about? Warren’s expression becomes serious. But as he answers,
a hint of a smile appears and his eyes light up, unable to hide his excitement.
“We got talking over the internet and just got back in touch again. Yet, I never expected to be
coming back to Ultravox, let alone for this tour.”
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